LANGUAGE SECTION (34 pts.)

A. (1 pts. each; 8 pts.)
Spelling mistakes: all off

1. the most commonly
   a commonly
2. safer
3. actually
4. many / most
5. the highest
6. clearly
7. less preferable than
8. less

B. (1,5 pts. each; 6 pts.)
Missing commas: -0.5
Copying mistakes: C&A

1. Public transport is not used as extensively as motorways (are).
2. The poorer the safety and performance of public transport (become), the more people prefer to use the motorways.
3. was preferred to motorways by people.
   added: C&A
4. When the project is completed (in 2007), the government will have spent

C. (1 pt. each; 10 pts.)
Spelling mistakes: all off

1. was made
2. isn’t
3. has been given
4. is being developed
5. will be used
6. lot
7. all / many
8. however / nevertheless / nonetheless
9. none
10. number

D. VOCABULARY (1 pt. each; 10 pts.)
Copying mistakes: C&A
If the form is changed: -0.5

1. promote
2. reduce
3. abolished
4. debts
5. accountable
6. interfering
7. consequences
8. fair
9. priority
10. confusing

READING SECTION (36 pts.)

LOGICAL SEQUENCE (1.5 pts. each; 6 pts.)

1. d
2. c
3. c
4. a

TEXT I. (16 pts.) Copying mistakes: C&A
A. (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)
1. natural (resources) and human resources
2. limitless world
3. nature and (limited) natural resources
   missing: C&A
B. (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)  
*If the form is changed: C&A*

1. finite  
2. duplicated  
3. deplete

C. (2 pt. each; 6 pts.)

1. Because our resources have limits / are finite  
   Because the Earth will soon be unable to provide food and shelter for humans

2. (They expect the economic system to provide them with) (more) money and wealth  
   *either missing: C&A*

3. (They should) (begin to) use their brain in nature’s favor (again) (and rediscover...real world)  
   **OR**  
   (They should) (begin to) use their brain to look ahead, recognize dangers and take appropriate action to ensure survival  
   **OR**  
   (They should) rediscover the real world that sustains us

D. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)

1. provide the essential functions  
2. ignore them (as if they were worthless)  
   *missing: -0.5*  
3. human creativity and productivity  
   *either missing: -0.5*  
4. a growing economy and progress  
   *either missing: X*

---

**TEXT II. (14 pts.) Copying mistakes: C&A**

A. (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)

1. film, radio and television broadcasting and the news media  
   **OR**  
   mass media industries

2. (the) folkloric element

3. (another) source of popular culture  
   **OR**  
   (the) set of professional communities (that provide the public with facts about the world),

B. (1 pt. each; 2 pts.)

*If the form is changed: C&A*

1. persists  
2. exhausted

C. (2 pts. each; 6 pts.)

1. (Because they try) to maximize their profits

2. (Because) (the) public has its own tastes

3. (That) it is shallow  
   **OR**  
   (That) it does not have any intellectual depth

D. (1 pt. each; 3 pts.)

1. T  
2. F  
3. F